Digging for Missing Proteins Using Low-Molecular-Weight Protein Enrichment and a "Mirror Protease" Strategy.
In 2012, the Chromosome-centric Human Proteome Project (C-HPP) launched an investigation for missing proteins (MPs) to complete the Human Proteome Project (HPP). The majority of the MPs were distributed in low-molecular-weight (LMW) ranges, especially from 0 to 40 kDa. LMW protein identification is challenging, owing to their short length, low abundance, and hydrophobicity. Furthermore, many sequences from trypsin digestion are unlikely to yield detectable peptides or a reasonable quality of MS2 spectrum. Therefore, we focused on small MPs by combining LMW protein enrichment and a pair of complementary proteases strategy with trypsin and LysargiNase for human testis samples. In-depth testis LMW protein profiling resulted in the identification of 4063 proteins, of which 2565 were LMW proteins and 1130 had pairs of peptides generated from both trypsin and LysargiNase. This provided additional mass spectral evidence of further verification of small MPs. Finally, two MPs were verified from the seven MP candidates. One of them, Q8N688 , was verified with two series of continuous and complementary b/y-product ions from the pairs of spectra for tryptic and LysargiNase digested peptides after the "mirror spectrum" matching. This make the confident identification of the representative peptides for the target MPs. On the contrary, the two verified peptides for Q86WR6 were identified with the same strategy from the gel-separation and gel-elution samples, respectively. Although the other five MP candidates showed high-quality spectra, they could not be sufficiently distinguished as PE1s and require further verification. All MS data sets have been deposited in the ProteomeXchange with identifier PXD010093.